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Ask first: What are we training For?

Why? Because:
• Training should offer knowledge and skills needed
• Already have problems

– unqualified people in ontology jobs
– employers can’t find/recognize qualified people

• Future ontologists will probably want jobs
• Educators rarely tracking curriculum effectiveness

and
• We don’t know the answer already
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Why Current Requirements?

• Easier to identify current jobs than future
• Future probably exists in there somewhere
• See previous: Already have a problem
• Chance to build in good habits in curriculum design 

and maintenance
• We don’t know the answer already
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How we asked

• In Virtual Discussions
– Opportunities to opine/suggest during sessions early in the 

Summit series
– Regular harvesting by Requirements Track Chair

• Expert Panel
– Presentations by invited panelist with “industry,” applied 

experience
– Most with multiple roles: developer/designer, leader, trainer, 

evaluator, other

• Survey
– Developed in part from the input above
– Broadcast solicitation beyond Ontology Summit Community
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Survey Respondents
• 66 Respondents
• Familiar

 with field
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Respondents: Sectors
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Respondents: Roles
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Respondent Roles, Ctn’d
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Respondent Roles, Ctn’d
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Respondent Roles, Cnt’d
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Respondent Roles, Non-Technical
•  Project director
•  i am not involved in hiring
•  I specifiey requirements for skilled personnel
•  I am an ontologist looking to grow staff in this area
•  I am involved in identifying the right experts and to 
invite them to brief and have a dialog with our 
community members, and to contribute to our 
collective body-of-knowledge 
•  I have communication with ontologists 
professionals in the job market 
•  I advise City Council and Staff on projects and 
project management options - including skill sets 
required 
•  I have participated in interviews and provided 
evaluations.
•  I was on the hiring committee for [Major 
Corporation]‘s Knowledge Services section
•  I recruit students to work on research projects 
•  pos graduate student not applicable. 
•  I have recruited and hired in the past. Currently, I 
am often asked to advise on hiring by organizations 
we support. 
•  Technical Interview/Recommendation 
•  I could sit on interview committees for job 
applications with ontology skills as part of the 
person description. 
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Requirements: from Evaluators
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Requirements: from Employers
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Employer Priorities
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Employer Priorities, Top 15
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Desired Depth of Training
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Ontologists’ Needs
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Potential Trainee Needs
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Potential Trainee Motivations
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Ontologists Background
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A few Conclusions

• Lots of demand, even from folks already 
working

• Current ontologists learn a lot of what they 
need via on the job training, self-study, and 
“frying pan fire” method 

• Needs vary widely; not likely one design for all
• Perceived needs vary widely
• Many mismatches with current training content
• Well worth the trouble to survey
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